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Kevin S. Amidon
15 October 2003
“Oh show us.... ”: Opera and/as Spectatorship in Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt
Mahagonny1

When we contemplate the Mahagonny-project and its some 80 years of
development and controversy, we survey not only a work, not only a reception
history, not only the substrate of numerous fascinating interpretive and critical ideas,
and not only a unique document of a troubled and exciting time.2 We do much more.
We survey, and we therefore participate in, the reiteration of the possibility of opera.
Opera, of course, always retains what the word ‘opera’ itself embeds: the idea of the
often-collaborative musical and dramatic work that stands as the trace of the effort of
its authors and composers. Opera however, must be more than just that sort of trace.
Opera is work that recognizes, stages, and occasionally resists its embeddedness in a
network of institutions, discourses, and spectatorial behaviors. Wagnerian operatic
ideology essentializes author-authority, and therefore demands that the terms ‘opera’
and ‘work’ become synonymous.3 Brecht and Weill, along with many of their
colleagues of the 1920s, insisted that such an essentialized approach to opera as pure
work does violence to the nature of opera as opera, because opera is work that must
be realized through its many networks of performance and spectatorship.
The atmosphere of ‘crisis’ in the German opera world of the 1920s owed
much to a renewed focus by Brecht, Weill, and their contemporaries on the
contentious network of relationships between operatic works, their institutions, and
their audiences. Ernst Krenek may have most succinctly expressed their exploratory

1

The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of Prof. Daniel H. Magilow,
University of North Texas, in the preparation of this article.
2 By “Mahagonny-project” I refer here to the Mahagonny-Songspiel, the opera
Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny, and to the literary and critical work done by
Brecht and Weill both before and after the two larger works.
3 Wagner’s understanding of his double authority as both composer and conductor, as
well as the ways in which this double authority leads to an elision of work and
performance, are richly explored in Adorno’s comments on Wagner’s essay “Über das
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approach to the operatic network when he noted that “an unperformed opera, in a
certain sense, does not even exist.”4 Brecht and Weill, through their artistic and
intellectual collaboration, contributed a new model of operatic production and
behavior to this network, one that makes the network (and its many conflicts) itself
the focus of opera. In the Mahagonny-project culminating in Aufstieg und Fall der
Stadt Mahagonny, they attempted to create a work that must also be an opera in the
most radical sense: a musical and dramatic text that displays its networked nature in a
range of overlapping, and even occasionally contradictory musical, dramatic, textual,
scenic, critical, and spectatorial ways. They were in fact so thorough in doing so that
their own working relationship became a public part of the discursive network of the
project, and they went their separate ways artistically and professionally.5 Despite its
own frictions and controversies, and those of its creators, Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt
Mahagonny succeeds as an opera in which spectatorship, the moment of the
transformation of work into performance, and therefore also of work into opera,
becomes the material of both work and performance.
It may at first seem counterintuitive to speak of something called ‘operatic
spectatorship.’ Opera, after all, is more than a visual form. Opera must be at once
both seen and heard, and the impossibility of determining which mode of perception

Dirigieren.” Theodor W. Adorno, Zu einer Theorie der musikalischen Reproduktion,
Nachgelassene Schriften I,2 (Frankfurt/M.: Suhrkamp, 2001), pp. 37-53.
4 Translation Amidon. In original context: „Das Theater hat mit...ewigen Gesetzen
nichts zu tun. Es ist direkte Gestaltung des lebendigen Lebens.... In diesem Sinne
besteht jedes Theaterwerk aus einem vorher festgelegten Teil, Textbuch, Partitur und
dergleichen, und aus einem von Mal zu Mal neu arrangierten, fast improvisierten, der
Aufführung. Die Aufführung ist in diesem Fall ein wesentliches Ingredienz des
Werkes, eine unaufgeführte Oper existiert im gewissen Sinn gar nicht.“ Ernst
Krenek, “‘Materialbestimmtheit’ der Oper,” in: Ernst Krenek, Zur Sprache gebracht
(Munich: Langen-Müller, 1958), pp. 25-6. Originally published in: “Oper”,
Jahrbuch der Universal Edition, 1927.
5 Even after his turn against opera as ‘kulinarische’ Form, Brecht still claimed that
Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny was productive in that it turned operatic
performance itself into the material of opera: “Mag ‘Mahagonny’ so kulinarisch sein
wie immer - eben so kulinarisch wie es sich für eine Oper schickt -, so hat es doch
schon eine gesellschaftsändernde Funktion; es stellt eben das Kulinarische zur
Diskussion, es greift die Gesellschaft an, die solche Opern benötigt; sozusagen sitzt es
noch prächtig auf dem alten Ast, aber es sägt ihn wenigstens schon (zerstreut oder aus
schlechtem Gewissen) ein wenig an....“ Bertolt Brecht, “Anmerkungen zur Oper
Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny (1931),” in: Bertolt Brecht, Aufstieg und Fall
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guides or dominates the operatic experience contributes both to the potential power
and the mystery of the form. Text must become music, and music action, making
opera a form in which vision and hearing mediate one another through performance.
Operatic spectatorship must expand the eyes of the Zuschauer, the spectatores, by the
ears of the audience. Those who experience opera must be both spectator and
audience, both visual and aural, both individual and collective.
Wagnerian operatic ideology, which sought in the Gesamtkunstwerk to erase
boundaries between modes of perception, experience, and knowledge, misused this
synthetic character of operatic spectatorship to exercise control over the audience
through the composer-conductor’s authority. For Weill and Brecht within the context
of the Mahagonny-project, ‘operatic spectacle’ must become something that can
transform this potential manipulation of the audience into motivation and agency.
This can happen when, and only when, the visual and aural elements of the operatic
spectacle are revealed as constituting, but also always resisting, one another. Opera
must lay bare its own strategies, conflicts, and materials, taking seriously both the
necessity of its performance and the agency of its audience in making it more than
pure work. In Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny, Weill and Brecht attempt this
kind of self-deconstructing opera. The work embeds its audience, revealing itself as
work only through the possibility of its performance. Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt
Mahagonny is thus an opera about opera itself, a Netzeoper, an opera both frustrated
and enriched by its conscious entanglement in the question of the potential for and the
consequences of any representation of operatic networks themselves.
Brecht and Weill, in both their critical writings about the Mahagonny-project
and in the works themselves, faced the operatic audience with a challenge: a challenge
to emerge from the passivity fostered by the nineteenth-century’s mystified, darkened
world of operatic connoiseurship. They saw in the operatic audience a latent agency,
a potential world of intellectual and political activity and meaning. By confronting
the members of its spectatorially engaged audience with a complex and multivalent
der Stadt Mahagonny. Oper. (Frankfurt/M.: Suhrkamp, 1955), pp. 83-96, here pp.
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representation of the dynamics, consequences, and even pathologies of their own
spectatorial position, Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny pushes them toward
consciousness of their own active status. The opera challenges its own audience,
attempting to stimulate political activity and resistance by risking the audience’s
reactionary resistance to the unmasking and exploration of its own perceptions,
motivations, and desires.
Three thematically similar, but politically divergent, readings of parts of the
Mahagonny-project point to the issue of spectatorial perception as a key moment in
the constellation of the project’s relationship with its audience. Each of these
readings was made during the period of the project’s gestation and early reception
(1927-32), and each engages visual metaphors to explain the significance of
spectatorial behavior toward the opera. In the opinion of all of these readers, the
Mahagonny-project is visual as well as aural spectacle, and one focused on turning the
audience’s eyes and ears toward the issue of agency and participation, rather than
passive connoisseurship.
The first of these readings is Weill’s own. It comes from his oft-quoted, but
puzzling, article addressing the leading operatic buzzword of the day: “Zeitoper.”
Weill’s article of that name, written in early 1928 as a response to an inquiry from the
editorial staff of the journal Melos about the significance of the MahagonnySongspiel, raises the significance of spectatorial vision in opera to the level of leading
principle. Weill’s most important rhetorical move in the “Zeitoper” article is a
metaphorical choice, a statement about the relationship of vision to human agency and
the intellectual, social, and political content of theater. The contemporary theater, he
argues, must present its material, the world it represents, not as if the theater were a
photograph, but as if it were a mirror:
Only now, after the recent ‘Zeittheater’ has freed up the material, have we
achieved the unmediated, self-evident state in which we can form that picture
of the world we see, perhaps each in his own way, no longer as a photograph,
but as a mirror image.6
95-6).
6 Translation Amidon. Kurt Weill, Musik und Theater: Gesammelte Schriften,
Stephen Hinton and Jürgen Schebera, eds. (Berlin, GDR: Henschel, 1990), p. 48.
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Theater must not capture, rather it must reflect, immediately, instantaneously, and
constantly. The audience must be both active in the seeing of the reflection and in the
passing instantaneousness of its performance on the stage. Weill concludes his essay
with a visual metaphor of the image of his and Brecht’s audience, an audience that
can approach opera freely and independently, free of received patterns of behavior
and categories of prestige. Weill speaks of the work as if it were a technology for
creating the audience itself:
When we project through our work the picture of our audience, we see the
simplest, most naive, conditionless and traditionless listener, who brings with
him his healthy sense for fun and for seriousness, for good and bad, for old
and new, schooled on work, sport, and technology.7
“Zeitoper” is therefore opera of a visual and visualized audience, an audience made
part of the material of opera itself. Such opera must risk resistance, but only it
respects the audience’s potential agency.
Theodor W. Adorno recognized the project’s implied dynamics of agency and
resistance in the same way as Weill. In his early musical writings, Adorno in fact
grants Weill a uniquely privileged status: that of the composer most substantially and
productively political, the composer who is able to renew opera most effectively by
focusing his work directly toward the audience. Adorno relates this as follows in “On
the Social Situation of Music,” first published in the Zeitschrift für Sozialforschung in
1932:
Weill does not present individuals with a primitivized art-music for their use,
but rather holds their own ‘Gebrauchsmusik’ before them in the distorting
mirror of his artistic method, and shows it to be a commodity. Remarkable,
what a qualitative fullness of results Weill developed with Brecht out of this
constellation, what moments of renewal in operatic theater itself are

Hereafter Weill, GS. “Jetzt erst, nachdem das bisherige Zeittheater das Material
freigelegt hat, haben wir die Unabsichtlichkeit, die Selbstverständlichkeit erlangt, um
das Weltbild, das wir - vielleicht jeder auf seine Weise - sehen, nicht mehr in einer
Fotographie, sondern in einem Spiegelbild zu gestalten.”
7 Translation Amidon. Weill, GS, p. 50. “Und wenn wir uns durch unser Werk
hindurch das Bild unseres Publikums projizieren, so sehen wir den einfachen, naiven,
voraussetzungs- und traditionslosen Hörer, der seinen gesunden, an Arbeit, Sport und
Technik geschulten Sinn für Spaß und Ernst, für gut und schlecht, für alt und neu
mitbringt.”
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established in the flash of those moments which themselves turn dialectically
against the very possibility of operatic theater.8
Adorno invokes not just aggregated socio-political phenomena, but the specificity of
the human beings in the operatic audience (“individuals”) and the uniqueness of
operatic art (“operatic theater”). The discursive mode of Weill’s work therefore
becomes more than tendentiousness. It becomes the visually-mediated agency of the
mirror, the ability to engage an audience in a constructive, productive dialogue about
the social, the political, and the aesthetic.
A completely different kind of document, however, indicates how politically
significant the issue of a spectatorially engaged audience could be. This is an early
document of reactionary resistance to the Mahagonny-project: the photo-essay-cumreview of the Mahagonny-Songspiel premiere in Baden-Baden found in the Nazi
magazine Illustrierter Beobachter in the issue of 15 August, 1927 (Figure 1). An
overt and violent Antisemitic diatribe, the unsigned piece bears witness to the
Songspiel’s attempt to arouse the agency of its audience. It invokes a potential
audience for the work, one which might in fact be motivated to direct political action
through its experience of it – though outside the opera house. This action, however, is
of the most perverse sort – and it is mediated through the eyes of the work’s
potentially reactionary audience. In the article’s formulation:
We, however, are thankful that benevolent fate has led the Jews to feel that all
caution and modesty can be dispensed with.... In this way, at least, they
contribute to the rapid arrival of that day when the eyes of the millions of
German working people will open. Then, hopefully, that measure will be
taken which is simply necessary for the conservation of German life and for
the protection of German customs and culture: Get the Jewish plague out of
Germany!9
8

Translation Amidon. Theodor W. Adorno, “Zur gesellschaftlichen Lage der
Musik,” Gesammelte Schriften 18, pp. 749-50. „Er [Weill] präsentiert nicht den
Menschen eine primitivierte Kunstmusik zum Gebrauch, er hält ihnen ihre eigene
Gebrauchsmusik im Zerrspiegel seines künstlerischen Verfahrens vor und zeigt sie als
Ware. Nicht umsonst steht der Stil der Dreigroschenoper und von ‘Mahagonny’ der
‘Histoire du soldat’ näher als Hindemith: ein Stil der Montage.... Bewundernswert,
welche qualitative Fülle von Ergebnissen Weill mit Brecht aus dieser Konstellation
entwickelte, welche Neuerungen des Operntheaters im Blitzlicht von Momenten
angelegt sind, die zugleich dialektisch sich gegen die Möglichkeit des Operntheaters
überhaupt kehren. Fraglos ist Weills Musik heute die einzige von echter
gesellschaftlich polemischer Schlagkraft.....“
9 Translation Amidon. Illustrierter Beobachter, Folge 15, 1927 (15 August, 1927), p.
214. “Wir aber sind dankbar, daß ein gütiges Geschick den Juden jegliche Vorsicht
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Thus the Mahagonny-Songspiel, in its attempt to activate its audience’s agency,
indeed risks reaction. Nonetheless it achieves much more.
A reading of the full opera Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny reveals the
complexity of this attempt to engage the audience’s agency. Through an insistent
staging of the dynamics of performance, the work turns the means of the operatic
stage, the stage’s power of representation, directly back on the audience sitting before
it. Weill’s and Brecht’s work casts its eye back upon the spectator in the stalls and in
the galleries, and interrogates spectatorship itself. The members of the audience at a
production of Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny watch and listen as the
boundary conditions of their observation, and therefore the chain of contingency and
consequence implicit in their perception, are performed before them, forcing them
constantly out of passivity into more complex, more active modes of spectatorship,
and interrupting their ability to consume without reflection or engagement.10
Performance and audience are therefore drawn within the work itself, and the work
reveals itself as the focus of a network of authorial construction, potential
performance, and spectatorial behavior.11

und Zurückhaltung entbehrlich scheinen läßt.... Auf diese Weise tragen sie
wenigstens dazu bei, daß bald der Tag kommt, wo den Millionen deutscher
Arbeitsmenschen die Augen aufgehen. Dann wird hoffentlich jene Maßnahme
durchgeführt, die zur Erhaltung deutschen Lebens und zum Schutz deutscher Sitte und
Kultur einfach notwendig ist: Raus mit der jüdischen Pest aus Deutschland!”
10 Ernst Bloch phrased this idea similarly in his Erbschaft dieser Zeit (1935): „Weill
gelang eher, auf sehr lebendige Art, die faulen Wasser auszuschöpfen, gerade die des
Schlagers. ‘Anstatt daß, anstatt daß sie zu Hause bleiben, brauchen sie Spaß’: die
falschen Töne, versetzten Rhythmen dieses Spaßes werden auskomponiert und
enthüllt. Dadurch wird die Triebbefriedigung, die das Publikum sonst an Schlagern
findet, verraten und verräterisch umgesetzt; nämlich die Ware als Schlager hört auf,
und er erscheint als verhinderter Ersatz für ein Gut.“ Ernst Bloch, Erbschaft dieser
Zeit [Erweiterte Ausgabe; Ernst Bloch Werkausgabe Bd. 4] (Frankfurt/M.: Suhrkamp,
1985), p. 230.
11 Daniel Albright reads Weill’s and Brecht’s theory of gestus as link between
performance, work, and audience (and credits Weill with the first use of the term): “A
gestus, then, might be defines as an entity between a gesture and a narrative; a sort of
schematic of a human figure that defines or epitomizes a whole discursive context in
which such a contortion might come into play. [...] A gestus can be understood as a
hieroglyph or ideogram read from a human body.... A gestus is a confrontation, a
demand, a political act; it is a pose of a body that breathes, that trembles, that engages
the spectator in its humanness.” Daniel Albright, Untwisting the Serpent: Modernism
in Music, Literature, and Other Arts (Chicago: U Chicago P, 2000), p. 111.
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The work is able to do this through the multi-layered representation of
spectatorial behavior upon the stage itself. Mahagonny. Netzestadt. City of the net,
the trap, the network. This is the gloss cited by Leokadja Begbick as she first comes
to her decision to make an end to her travels, and establish the city of Mahagonny,
specifically as a city that will attract an audience.12 She tells Fatty and Moses to make
the site of Mahagonny visible (p. 12). Through the course of the opera the
consequences of this choice are played out, this choice to establish a place where the
exploitation of spectatorial voyeurism will be represented as the declared foundation
of both economy and society. At the first order, this spectatorship takes place upon
the stage. Nonetheless a second-order audience, that viewing and hearing the
represented proceedings in the opera house, becomes just as important. In the world
of Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny, spectatorship constantly lapses into
voyeurism, consumption into fetishism, and interest into complicity, for the boundary
between the stage activity and the imputed agency of the people in the stalls is
constantly and thoroughly dismantled.
Each of the representational modes within Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt
Mahagonny, including the aural modes of the musical and the vocal, and the visual
modes of the textual and the dramatic, individually carries this moment of
confrontational friction between work and audience. Both separately and together,
these modes turn back upon those seeing, hearing, and reading from the seats in the
theater to show them the most extreme, even pathological manifestations of their
sensory engagement with and desire for the work on the stage. Furthermore, because
Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny is an opera, these modes overlap, constantly
12

Vocal score: Kurt Weill, Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny. Oper in drei
Akten. Text von Brecht. David Drew ed. (Vienna: Universal-Edition, 1969; UE
9851), p. 8. Citations that follow will be made parenthetically to pages in the Drew
edition of the vocal score. Drew’s edition is a slightly reorganized version of the
original edition published by UE in 1929 with the same score number, and contains
some additional versions of material modified by the authors in the course of the
opera’s early production history. The text found in Bertolt Brecht, Aufstieg und Fall
der Stadt Mahagonny. Oper. (Frankfurt/M.: Suhrkamp, 1955) differs substantially
from that in the vocal score, as Brecht made modifications he deemed necessary after
he parted ways with Weill in mid-1931. The reading here follows the collaborative
version found in the vocal score, not Brecht’s later text.
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redoubling and overdetermining each other’s effects. They enact the troubled
network of representational, libidinal, and operatic economies of the city of
Mahagonny for its consumers both on the stage and in the theater. By liberating
visual, dramatic, textual, and musical elements from their traditional position in
support of vocal display, Mahagonny turns opera’s inherent fetishization of vocal
utterance against itself.
Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny ’s self-conflictedness, this aspect
which overtly stages the question of whether, or to what extent, the work is operatic,
emerges constantly from the work’s musical elements. The large orchestral resources
are repeatedly employed within song and dance forms that are simple, even banal.
The famous “Alabama-Song,” the second number in the opera, sets this trajectory in
motion, accompanied as it is by an uncomplicated foxtrot rhythm (pp. 17-23). Many
other major numbers go on to recapitulate this rhythm, which thereby becomes a
motive which draws together the work’s musical and dramatic material. Where the
orchestra does play more complex musical figures, it is often only as accompaniment
to spoken dialogue, for example in numbers seven and eight in act one, in which
Begbick, Fatty, and Dreieinigkeitsmoses lament that Mahagonny’s economy does not
appear to be functioning as they desire, because people are leaving the city (pp. 6488).
The complexity of the orchestra’s position among the work’s elements is
further complicated by the presence of diegetic music played from the stage during
several scenes. The first of these is the ninth scene, in which Jim explores his
growing dissatisfaction with life in Mahagonny. The city is here in its first
incarnation, before it becomes the great magnet for disconnected, distracted humanity
which it becomes in act two. At this point in the narrative, numerous rules and
admonitions govern life, behavior, and interaction in Mahagonny. The stage
directions even foreground the musical content of these rules, indicating that a poster,
between forbidding the destruction of chairs and the making of general “Krach,”
proscribes the singing of offensive songs (p. 89). Thus the role of music as a
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constitutive part of Mahagonny’s incipient economy of fantasy and voyeurism is
made overt. Suitably, it is also precisely here that instrumental music is first staged
within the work’s diegesis, rather than accompanying the action from the orchestra
pit. A piano sits on the stage, playing melodious rising and falling figures in a
contemplative Andante as the scene opens. Jim’s song then begins with a quiet,
subtly ironizing spoken line, drawing attention to this shift in the opera’s musical
strategies and vectors of interest and desire: “Das ist die ewige Kunst,” Jim explains
(p. 91).
Music’s place within Mahagonny’s fetish economy is heightened most
thoroughly by the use of stage ensembles in the first three of the four scenes from act
two in which the deadly consequences of unfettered, extreme consumption are
demonstrated (numbers 13 through 16; pp. 163-235). Consumption in these scenes is
transformed into perversion, becoming in turn gluttony, lust, sadism, and
intemperance. In each case, the musical accompaniment presented as part of the
debauched stage action draws attention to itself, demonstrating the complicity of the
musical in the heightening of consumption into fetishism. The scenes are also linked
musically through the orchestral accompaniment, in the form of a musical figure
which acts as a motive: a rapid triple rhythm in the bass combined with truncated
staccato dotted figures (as in the overture) as a repetitive, almost ostinato-like figure
in the treble instruments. This driving treble motive hints at becoming melody, but
never really succeeds, in that it becomes near-obsessive in its constant repetition.
The first of the four scenes, that about gluttony, is accompanied with a
maudlin ‘Valse lento’ played from the stage by zither and bandoneon (a chromatic
accordion). Jack, quite literally, eats himself to death in front of two audiences: that
represented on stage and that sitting in the opera house. The chorus, which has
introduced the scene (and thereby the subsequent scenes as well) with Brecht’s
famous line “Erstens, vergeßt nicht, kommt das Fressen, zweitens kommt der
Liebesakt, drittens das Boxen nicht vergessen, viertens Saufen, laut Kontrakt,” then
takes its place as the first-order audience, turning the observers in the opera house into
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a second-order audience (pp. 163-4).13 A stage direction points out specifically that
the chorus is to take part in the action as an active audience: “Die Männer gehen auf
die Bühne und beteiligen sich an den Vorgängen” (p. 165). The diegetic music is
specifically what throws this staging into clear relief, doubling the operatic spectacle
into spectacle-within-spectacle. Finally, at the very moment at which Jack dies, the
stage band stops playing, for when the obscene, fatal consumption has achieved its
deadly consequence, there is no longer any need for music as part of the action (p.
168).
The second of the consumption scenes, in which Begbick and Moses whip up
the traffic in their house of prostitution into an absurd, obscene frenzy of coupling
achieved as quickly as possible, is again introduced by the orchestra, which plays a
refiguration of the introductory figure from the previous scene. A small stage band of
unspecified instrumentation then continues the scene with another maudlin melody.
Here, the men of the chorus become directly complicit in the action even while they
retain their status as an audience, for they are represented as standing in line awaiting
their turns with the prostitutes. The necessary central position of the staged musical
element, the accompaniment of the lust scene, is also further heightened by a footnote
in the vocal score indicating that the accompaniment should be played from the
orchestra pit if it is more audible from there (p. 172). Clearly, then, music is central
to the action not for its direct visibility, but because it provides the necessary aural
accompaniment to the voyeuristic, consuming spectatorial behavior of both the staged
audience and the real audience. Once music’s enabling position for the two audiences
has been established, it makes no difference if the music directed at the ears of the
two audiences emerges from one source (the pit) or two (the pit and the stage).
The fifteenth scene, the third of the consumption scenes, displays Joe killed by
Dreieinigkeitsmoses in the boxing ring. This scene is again accompanied by a brass
13

This is one of the lyrics that was expurgated for the premiere. The original 1929
vocal score contains the bowdlerized version on the same pages as the text above
from the 1969 edition: “Erstens, vergeßt nicht, kommt das Fressen, zweitens kommt
die Liebe dran, drittens das Boxen nicht vergessen, viertens Saufen, so lang man
kann….” See David Drew’s preface to the 1969 vocal score (no page).
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band on the stage, and the chorus again actively participates as the audience
surrounding the boxing ring, encouraging Moses to make the match painful to Joe (p.
201).14 Moses achieves this, killing Joe in direct sight of both audiences.
The last of the four scenes, however, the sixteenth, in which drink so modifies
the characters’ perceptions that they imagine themselves on a trip to Alaska, is
accompanied by the full orchestra. Thus the separation between the musical
contributions of the orchestra and the music presented on stage as a part of the
perverted consumption process in Mahagonny is progressively unsettled throughout
these scenes, as the orchestra subtly but effectively becomes complicit in the
proceedings on the stage by taking over the place of the staged music which assists in
the staging of perverse, destructive, inhumane consumption.
The multilayered musical material found in Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt
Mahagonny, however, only begins the work’s confrontation with itself, with the
category opera, and with its audience. Only where music becomes operatic, that is in
its link to vocal utterance through singing, does the representational world of
Mahagonny begin to appear fully formed. It is particularly symptomatic of the
problematical status of the vocal in Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny, however,
that singing emerges as a dominant mode of utterance only gradually, while
constantly foregrounding the stakes of the potential fetishization of the spoken word
through the beauty of song. In Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny, in fact, the
relationship between music and diegetic sound, in a reversal atypical for opera, is first
established by the absence of the vocal element. The first sound heard by the
audience after the conclusion of the overture is not the voice of a character, either
spoken or sung. It is rather the engine noise of the fugitives’ truck, which, backfiring
and stalling, rolls after some ten measures of accompanying music to a final, dead
stop (pp. 5-6). Thus this aural interruption of typical operatic mise en scéne itself sets
in motion the establishment of the constitutive elements in the opera’s formal whole.
As becomes increasingly clear throughout the work’s progress and structure, the
14

Again, for the sake of audibility, the brass band may remain in the pit (p. 185).
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audience is therefore directly engaged, and not with typically unmediated operatic
vocalization, but by demonstrating the audience’s own agency in desiring that
vocalization and its accompanying moments of operatic display.
Furthermore, Begbick, Fatty and Moses do not begin singing upon their
emergence from the truck in the first scene, again putting off the introduction of vocal
display to the opera’s formal complex. While the orchestra continues its
accompaniment, developing rhythmic and melodic figures from the overture, the three
characters begin a dialogue. They describe their original intention: to proceed to the
coast, where gold has been discovered. Since they cannot reach the coast, however,
they must find their livelihood where they are. Begbick draws the key conclusion, the
insight which will drive the drama: whereas achieving wealth and status by finding
gold itself (the universal currency, indeed the universal fetish) is difficult, getting it
from men is, by comparison, simple. Those men, however, from whom the gold is to
be gained, must specifically become a group whose attention can be focused onto
consumption. Those men must become an audience.
As Begbick describes the situation, the universal fetish, money, is thus easier
achieved through the engagement of a moneyed audience, with its multiplicity of
desires, fantasies, and fetishes, than through the actual mining of the mineral
associated directly with currency itself:
Seht, alle Leute die von dort herunterkamen und die Goldflüße gesehen haben,
sagten, daß die Flüße das Gold sehr ungern hergeben. Es ist eine schlimme
Arbeit, und wir können nicht arbeiten. Aber ich habe diese Leute gesehen und
ich sage euch, sie geben das Geld her! Ihr bekommt leichter das Gold von
Männern als von Flüßen (p. 8).
With the stakes of the dramatic conflict thus established, the operatic itself, the mode
of the vocal fetish, may finally be made overt for the first time. The characters thus
begin to sing, with Begbick, rising to fortissimo, choosing for her newly established
city the moniker “Mahagonny, das heißt: Netzestadt” (p. 9). Thus exactly where the
audience is first exposed to the economic rationale for Mahagonny, to the city’s
exploitative, overtly fetishizing purpose, the fugitives’ voices themselves first display
their fetishized operatic status.
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It is the visual mode, however, which most significantly bears the work’s
effacement of the boundary between stage and audience. The lack of a curtain,
replaced as it is by a traveler or scrim on which images and texts are projected, begins
this effacement. The first projection required by the score’s stage directions makes it
overt: the audience sees the wanted poster of Fatty, Begbick, and
Dreieinigigkeitsmoses, before we see them in person (p. 3). Thus the audience is
made immediately visually complicit in the opera’s action, for a wanted poster
requires the engagement of the audience’s powers of surveillance on behalf of the
law-enforcement authorities.
The criminals’ activities lead to a continuous accretion of links between visual
and aural moments. From the first act in scene one, which is to make the geographic
site of the future city of Mahagonny visible to its potential audience, through the
voyeuristic thrill of the introduction of the prostitutes in scenes 2 and 5, to the morbid
spectacles of act two, the audience in the stalls sees before it its own spectatorial
behavior. The penultimate scene, number 18, turns this linkage into the instantiation
of authority itself. Mahagonny’s capital court is represented on the stage, open on one
side to allow the audience the privilege of visual and aural access. The stage
directions even describe the court as a kind of surgical amphitheater, a place where
viewers are able to observe the vivisection of accused ‘criminals.’ Also, for the first
time, the inhabitants of Mahagonny are referred to specifically as an audience
(“Publikum”): “Gerichtszeit. Eine Estrade mit einem Tisch und drei Stühlen sowie
ein kleiner amphitheatralischer Aufbau in der Art chirurgischer Kliniken. Auf ihm
das Publikum...” (p. 242). The trial, then, is the ultimate show trial, open to two
audiences, that on stage and that in the theater seats. Dreieinigkeitsmoses opens the
dialogue by demonstrating the theatricality of the proceedings: he hawks tickets to
those who might still wish to consume the spectacle of the trial: “Haben alle
Zuschauer Billette? Drei Plätze sind noch frei, das Stück fünf Dollar...” (p. 242).
Thus the division between the diegetic audience and the audience itself is effectively
effaced, as all will participate in the trial as theater. Mahagonny’s courtroom is a
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theater, and Jim’s trial ends with his death sentence. The work admits, finally, no
separation between voyeurism and political action, between spectatorship and agency.
In the final scene, God (played with multiple irony by Moses, the ringmaster
of the visual spectacle) may come to Mahagonny, but only God is allowed the
privilege of separating himself from and avoiding the seductiveness of its spectacle.
Only God can set himself outside spectatorial status, and the inhabitants of the city
reject him for it. He covers his face with his hat, refusing to participate in the
spectacle (pp. 296; 301). He condemns the disintegrating city and its inhabitants to
hell, and departs.
Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny becomes a unique document because
it asks, directly and confrontationally, what its audience seeks in engaging the
multiple, varied, and often contradictory and conflicted modes of operatic
representation and spectatorship.15 Seeing and hearing, watching and listening, the
opera’s audience surveys the consequences of operatic experience, and becomes part
of the operatic network. The work thus investigates its own public, asking after the
parameters of its audience’s desire for the representational world both of opera in
general and of Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny in particular. Aufstieg und
Fall der Stadt Mahagonny may therefore always be condemned to a marginal position
in the operatic repertoire, but its marginal position will remain one from which we
might better achieve an understanding of what opera is, can be, and should be.

15

Herbert Lindenberger goes so far as to place Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt
Mahagonny alongside Schoenberg’s Moses und Aron at the center of any critical
canon of modern opera. Herbert Lindenberger, Opera in History: From Monteverdi
to Cage (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1998), pp. 191; 193; 315n4.
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